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ZOOM Monthly Assembly Meeting Thursday May 21, 2020 - 7:00 pm
Illusion Warehouse, 3917 McCart Ave, Fort Worth, Texas
Three blocks north of Seminary Drive/Across from Rosemont 6th Grade

SCRIPTING YOUR ACT
The May Monthly Assembly Meeting of the Alliance of Illusionists will be a Zoom magic club meeting on presen‐
tation. The focus will be on how some performers “script” their act. Similar to a playwright who writes a play and
that actors then memorize their individual lines, many seasoned performers know how to create a “play” or
“script” for what they say as they perform. Often they say the exact same thing as they perform. That way what
they say becomes refined, with the right flow and continuity, the punchline for jokes in the right place, and so
forth. The Monthly Assembly Meeting will commence online at 7:00 pm. President Cindy Bighorse has called for
an Executive Committee Meeting to commence at 6:00 pm. All offices are requested to attend, and all members
in good standing may attend. Information on the URL for the Zoom meeting will be sent by email, and it is avail‐
able also on the club’s Facebook page.

APRIL CREATE YOUR CHARACTER MEETING WAS A GREAT SUCCESS
On Thursday April 16, 2020 and for the first time in SAM Assembly 138 history, the Monthly Assembly Meeting of
the Alliance of Illusionists was held online. President Cindy Bighorse called the meeting to order promptly at 7:00
pm using the ZOOM app. Despite the corona hysteria, nineteen AOI members attended the online meeting,
which was held in two separate 40 minute sessions with a 20 minute break in‐between.
Our Assembly proudly welcomed Richard Ingram as the newest member of the Alliance of Illusionists. Secretary
Bruce Chadwick presented Denise Byers with her new national SAM membership certificate, membership card,
and SAM pin. After a few moments of talking about the upcoming TAOM convention in September, voting on the
National Council slate of officers for our region, and other general pleasantries, Cindy introduced “Creating Your
Character” as the main core activity for the meeting. Two of our very knowledgeable club members, Margaret
Clauder and Pix Smith, each gave separate presentations on character development.
Margaret was up first with how she goes about creating her various themed characters. The first question she
answers is to define her audience. She then determines how a particular character might act, evaluates the bene‐
fits of a particular character, and then chooses the effects the character might perform.
Pix Smith gave a wonderful presentation on
how he develops characterization for his magic,
puppetry and ventriloquism. Pix asks questions
such as “What is a character and what makes a
good character?” Pix discussed his approach to
adopt method acting whereby characters are
chosen from watching and observing unique
real‐life characters, and then adopting proc‐
esses from their personalities. Sometimes he
also adapts some of the founding principles of
Commedia dell'arte, an early form of Italian
professional theatre that became very popular
in Europe during the 16th to the 18th century.

by Margaret Clauder
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Character Development
by Pix Smith
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MINUTES OF THE APRIL 2020 EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
Alliance of Illusionists President Cindy Bighorse called to order the Executive Committee Meeting using the ZOOM
app on Thursday evening April 16, 2020 at 7:00 pm. In attendance were all seven of the 2020 elected officers,
which includes President Cindy Bighorse, Vice‐President Jack McCoy, Secretary Bruce Chadwick, Treasurer Mark
Bynum, Sergeant at Arms Joe Rotio, Historian Joey Byers, and Member‐at‐Large Al Fox. Secretary Chadwick’s min‐
utes of the March Executive Committee Meeting minutes were approved as published in the April edition of the
SERVANTE, the Assembly’s monthly newsletter. Treasurer Mark Bynum gave his report showing one change since
last March’s report, a $10.65 expenditure for our monthly Mail Chimp email service. The club has a current work‐
ing balance of $1319.38.
Sergeant at Arms Joe Rotio and Vice‐President Jack McCoy gave a report on new membership. Jack sent out a
blanket email to those who have not presented their New Member Introduction to be formally admitted into
Assembly membership. They reported that Richard Ingram would present his introduction at the April Monthly
Assembly Meeting. They also reported that 14 members who paid dues for the 2019 club year have not paid their
dues for the 2020 club year.
Historian Joey Byers and current President of the Texas Association of Magicians gave his report about the up‐
coming 2020 TAOM convention to be held here in Fort Worth, Texas next September. Joey reported that the ho‐
tel canceled its access for the mid‐year meeting due to the corona hysteria that was scheduled a few weeks ago.
Joey also reported that the convention is still scheduled as planned.
The Executive Committee canceled plans to present a public show for 2020, and instead put extra effort on sell‐
ing tickets to the lay public for the TAOM evening shows. It was agreed that in the event the TAOM convention is
cancelled for whatever reasons, the Assembly might consider doing a 2020 public show once again at the Illusion
Warehouse.
President Bighorse reported that the main core activity for the May meeting would be “Scripting Your Act” and
that she would be contacting Dal Sanders to see if he might be available to do a presentation on the topic. Cindy
reminded everyone that for the first time in history, the April Monthly Assembly Meeting of SAM 138 would be
held online only, and that the May meeting would probably be held online as well.
Cindy also reported that at the April Monthly Assembly Meeting, AOI members in good standing of the national
Society of American Magicians would vote for the National Council slate of officers, which includes Joey Byers as
our Regional Vice‐President. With no further business, the April Executive Committee Meeting called to a close.
Respectfully submitted, Bruce Chadwick, Secretary

THE CONJURER
A painting by early Netherlandish painter Hieronymus Bosch
around 1502. The most reliable copy is part of the collection of the
Musée Municipal in St.‐Germain‐en‐Laye. Bosch depicts how peo‐
ple are fooled by lack of alertness and insight. The conjurer on the
right of the image captures his apt and diverse audience with a
game of cups and balls. The central character and true focus of the
image is the man of rank in the forefront who leans in and is fixed
on the pearl in the conjurer's hand while unaware of being relieved
of his money purse. Beasts are used in the painting to symbolize
human traits that allow for deception and victimization. The little owl from the basket at the conjurer's waist sig‐
nifies his intelligence. Frogs jumping out of the mouth of the central character represent the extent to which vic‐
tims let go of reason. The child engrossed in our victim and the man stealing the money purse seems to exemplify
the Flemish proverb: "He who lets himself be fooled by conjuring tricks loses his money and becomes the laugh‐
ing stock of children."
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My fellow magicians!
Communication is one of those strange words that is subjective. Many times as a wife, I mention something to
my charming husband and it can be misunderstood. That happens for a variety of reasons. I lean more toward
science and math, he more to the arts and language. We grew up in two different worlds. He’s a city boy. I’m a
farm girl.
Then there’s the language barrier with our kids and grandkids. Heck, I don’t understand half of what these kids
say today. Technology and social media change so quickly that I’m constantly trying to learn new terminology. I
miss half the conversation figuring out what a heck a Tic‐Toc is.
Then again, communication is like a two‐way radio. Communication is successful if one has a transmitter and a
receiver. I can talk to my husband, but unless he’s interested in the topic… well, we won’t go there. Then, con‐
sider the Military. “Securing a building” has different meanings for the different branches. For example, for the
Air Force, it’s finalizing the paperwork to use that building. For the Army, it’s posting guards to defend the build‐
ing, and the Marines, they are holding people inside the building until the Navy arrives. That one statement has
multiple meanings, depending on the audience.
Sam is a non‐verbal young man. Words are hugely important to him and are only used when absolutely neces‐
sary. After attending the Special Olympics Banquet with Sam, his greatest joy was tossing adults into the “jail”
during the banquet. Year three, I “fought” Sam and begged him to let me out the pokey. He verbally told me
“NO!,” with a huge smile on his face. Sam spoke one word and everyone turned their heads. He had a clear mes‐
sage to deliver. For many, that was the first words they heard him utter.
But magic. Now there’s a form of communication that is intriguing. Not only is it verbal, it’s visual. Many per‐
formers use a combination of techniques to deliver their message using the tools of their trade, tricks, gimmicks,
or apparatus with the combination of color, movement, music, and words span the gap and hit the target. Audi‐
ences young and old, of culture, religions, frequently have the same response whether it’s laughter or awe.
As we continue through this year, using the experience of others, we can continue to make improvements. The
workshops offered at AOI in “Stage Presence,” “Creating Your Character,” “Scripting Your Act,” and “When Things
go Wrong” can be important components to sharing your story.
Cindy Bighorse, President
Bruce Chadwick SAM Assembly 138
Alliance of Illusionists Inc.
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LISA FULCE
FEATURED MEMBER
ALLIANCE OF ILLUSIONISTS
Lisa “Magic Nana” Fulce was born in Pennsylvania and raised in California and Texas. She and her husband Jimmie
love the DFW area. Lisa has three sons who are married with children.
She works as a Quality Specialist, a person who listens to calls to make sure salesman are saying what they are
supposed to regarding solar panels, new roofs, replacement windows, HVAC, and home siding.
Magic Nana got her name from her grandson Donovan. After doing a trick where a coin vanished, Donovan
yelled, "She's Magic Nana!” The Magic Nana name has stuck ever since.
Lisa’s parents Larry and Nina live in Cypress, Texas. Her father’s birthday is close
to Christmas. Lisa wanted to make his birthday special and impress him with a
magic trick. “I always liked magic shows and I was even doing a little magic. I
really got serious when I saw the movie Now You See Me.” She was captivated
with flashpaper and decided she needed some.
Lisa and her husband Jimmie found their way to the Illusion Warehouse. She was
impressed. “There were tricks everywhere you looked, and he had flashpaper! I
love this place. It has everything and if Bruce doesn't have it he will find it or tell
you where to get it.”
At that visit Bruce showed the Lisa and Jimmie the Illusion Warehouse party room and told them that was also
the meeting place for the SAM Assembly 138 Alliance of Illusionists. Lisa and Jimmie attended the next meeting
and have not missed a meeting since.
Lisa loves tricks that she can carry in her suitcase and “Mary Poppins purse.” She loves her Mental Photography
Deck, various rope tricks, linking rings, coin tricks, sponge ball magic, tricks with silk hanks, and more. “I do a lot
of these tricks for kids. I love seeing their faces, and they always want to see more.”
And speaking of more, Lisa says “There are a lot of things I still want to get. Torn and
restored newspaper and another haunted key. That way I can have one for each
hand. Oh and rope. I always need rope.”
Lisa says “I have a trick I have not figured out yet because I don't read Chinese. I got it
at a Magic Christmas party, from a magic author named Jack McCoy. He is a great
magician and friend. Really all the magicians and people who come to the magic club
meeting are great. Oh and our President Cindy, she is Bruce's wife, she is lots of fun
too. They also put on a great show.”
Lisa and Jimmie are both devout Christians. They can’t wait for the Corona hysteria to
get over and for things to get back to normal. They are praying for the upcoming
TAOM convention and that it goes forward as planned.
Lisa and Jimmie’s contributions to the SAM Assembly 138 Alliance of Illusionists are remarkable. Both served as
officers for the club during the 2019 fiscal year. Their whimsical personalities, helpful spirits, and devotion to
magic are the muster that helps make the Alliance of Illusionists great in so many ways.
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EMAIL RECEIVED FROM REV. MICHAEL DOUGLASS, NATIONAL SAM CHAPLAIN
samnationalchaplain@gmail.com
Greetings, Compeers! We are in challenging times…I don’t need to enumerate the nature of the social, economic,
cultural, physical, and emotional consequences of Coronavirus (COVID‐19).
If you’ll allow me, I’d like to offer thirteen solid ways to “…Prevail and Grow During a Crisis,” written by Dr. Gayle
Scroggs, a new friend I’ve met (electronically!). A trusted mentor and colleague of mine, a fellow pastor, and a
veteran therapist Dr. Michael Wright, introduced me these valuable principles from Dr. Scroggs. So, I offer them
to you as options to think about with me as we journey through the capricious wake of COVID‐19.
As Compeers, we come from diverse doctrinal and theological streams, and we have a plethora of worldviews
represented in our Society. The principles below are “non‐sectarian!” That said, if you have concerns to share
with a listening ear (in confidence to the extent of clergy privilege laws), and/or if you would like to pray to‐
gether, these are the quiet benefits of having a National Chaplain available to you, if desired. Normally, this all
happens in the background, but with the tension of the effects of Coronavirus seeping into our lives, I believe it’s
important to simply make you aware of my willingness to listen, and to respond appropriately.
For “night‐owls,” I voluntarily provide a 30‐minute late‐night group video or phone‐in prayer time on Wednes‐
days at 10 p.m. Pacific, and some other pro‐bono resources as well. If you would like that connection informa‐
tion, or a listening ear, or prayer, please email me at samnationalchaplain@gmail.com and I will be happy to con‐
tact you as we journey through these challenging times together!
With hundreds of Compeers in our Society, I’ll do my best to answer you personally in a timely manner.
In the meantime, may I offer “13 Ways to Prevail and Grow During a Crisis,” by Dr. Gayle Scroggs for your consid‐
eration?
Best magical wishes and blessings,
Rev. Michael Douglass, SAM National Chaplain

13 Ways to Prevail and Grow During a Crisis
(used by permission from the author)
Dr. Gayle Scroggs, Ph.D, P.C.C. www.essencecoaching.com
1. Own your feelings‐‐don’t let them own you. Fear and anxiety are normal responses in times of uncertainty and threat. In‐
stead of ruminating or running from negative emotions and thoughts triggered by events, take a mindful pause. Breathe
deeply as you name your feelings, thoughts, and bodily states. Write them down—then put them in a drawer instead of dwell‐
ing on them. Now pivot to constructive action and watch how your mood catches up with you.
2. Rely on trustworthy sources for news and recommendations. Avoid consuming or spreading social media disinformation.
Check credible sources* as needed. Create safety for yourself and others by following best practices. Follow official updates
on how the crisis will affect your work and life.
3. Nurture your body. Stay “SANE” by managing your Sleep, Attitude, Nutrition, and Exercise. Get seven or more hours of
sleep and vigorous activity daily to keep a strong body and mind. Take solo walks. Explore free Internet resources for exercise,
yoga, and more. Use curiosity to experiment with new recipes to stave off boredom. These will help keep your mood up, as
will the following recommendations.
4. Design your own positivity portfolio. List at least five activities you can still engage in that bring you pleasure and satisfac‐
tion to create your unique “positivity portfolio.” Some possibilities: reading, journaling, drawing, painting, making music,
cooking, gardening, etc. Engaging in vigorous activity and spending time in nature also enhance mood. Avoid things that bring
you down, e.g., bingeing on social media or junk food. Post your list where you will notice it when you most need it.
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5. Connect with others for fun and meaning. We are an incredibly social species. Staying connected is fundamental for overall
well‐being. Stave off loneliness with video chats and phone calls to family, friends, and colleagues. Bring in humor and playful‐
ness in new ways. Affirm both feelings and strengths. Acknowledge growth in resilience and newfound meaning in your con‐
versations and journaling.
6. Go for a balanced perspective. Dealing with the coronavirus is just one aspect of life for most of us. What else deserves
your attention? What you focus on grows, so train yourself to stay grounded through such practices as meditation, prayer,
reflection, yoga, etc. Create your own mantra to counteract pessimism, e.g., “This too shall pass” or “We will get through this
together.”
7. Be kind to others. This crisis calls us to cultivate relationship skills since we are all under stress. We will get through this
better by noticing our triggers, by taking a deep breath, and remembering our common humanity. Lowering the tension might
mean exercising more patience when people take longer to get back to you or forgiving sooner when people let you down or
get under your skin. What better time is there to practice listening generously to others’ struggles and paying it forward than
now? Notice how practicing kindness helps you feel better as it affirms your power to improve someone else’s experience
even in bad times.
8. Be kind to yourself. New routines and normal emotional responses at this time are likely to impact your productivity and
your energy. You deserve to treat yourself with the tenderness you would offer others in hard times. Speak to yourself as if
you were a caring kindergarten teacher or kindly grandfather, perhaps using a term of endearment to address yourself. When
you fall short, keep in mind that self‐compassion is a better motivator than self‐criticism. (Compassion is also a better motiva‐
tor than criticism of others as well.)
9. Honor your deepest values and goals. Crises have a way of bringing clarity to many situations. What really matters to you
now? How will you honor those values and goals? Do you need to protect time to work on your most important projects? Are
there other goals you find more pressing or more doable? Be reasonable about what you can accomplish. Notice how good
you feel checking items off your to‐do list. When tempted to fritter time away, leverage 20 seconds of courage to get started
on something your future self will thank you for. Need accountability? Set up a quiet writing hour on Skype or Zoom with a
friend. At day’s end, reflect on your wins to help rewire your brain for productivity and positivity.
10. Make a plan. Most of us will not get sick, but our minds will churn through energy imagining all the scenarios. You can
create greater inner calm by writing down your plan for what you can do if you should get sick. What supplies do you need to
keep on hand? Who could you call in an emergency? Do you need to consider arrangements for children or pets? Then post it
where you can refer to it easily if needed. See the CDC for tips.
11. Hunt for the gold nuggets. Actively seek to highlight what goes right in the world, in your environs, and in your life. Chal‐
lenge yourself to find something beautiful or admirable every day. Savor it. Take a photo or write about it. Reminisce the good
times with others. Anticipate the good times to come. Enjoy the art and music gifts being offered on the Internet. Find a
venue for offering your own gifts to others. Be a “benefit hunter.”
12. Leverage opportunities. The challenges are real. Choose to prevail, not just to muddle through. If you feel lost without the
library or café where you used to write, draw on your curiosity and creativity to figure out how to block out noise and commo‐
tion and write anyway. As much as possible, convert obstacles into problems to be solved—then harness your inner and outer
resources. Dig as deep and wide as it takes. How might you invest your time, instead of spending it? Hone an old skill or learn
a new one? Catch up on a backlog of deferred tasks? Read a novel—or write yours? When this crisis is over, what will you wish
you had done with this time?
13. Practice gratitude. Pause to appreciate the crisis helpers: healthcare professionals, researchers, news services, grocery
clerks and stockers, goods and food suppliers, delivery persons, and public leaders. If you catch yourself spiraling down, take a
moment to contemplate three blessings in your life. Fretting about not having access to what you really want? Then reflect on
what you still have—then imagine life without it. Gratitude is a superpower that can stop rumination and the blues in their
tracks. If you are still here, you can find something to be grateful for.
*John Hopkins University and Medicine Coronavirus Resource Center
Dr. Gayle Scroggs (Ph.D., P.C.C.) Positive Psychology Coach, Easton, Maryland
www.essencecoaching.com
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NORM NEILSEN
February 17, 1934 ‐ April 21, 2020
Article by Lupe Neilsen
Norm Nielsen was born in Kenosha, Wisconsin on February 17, 1934. His parents
were: Albert and Meta Nielsen. He became hooked on magic at age 10 when his
father took him to see a barber who loved to perform magic. Herman was his
name. Norm would hang out with Herman, who had a penchant of going to bars
and drinking on the weekends. He would sometimes get free drinks by perform‐
ing for the patrons. He never revealed to Norm the secrets of his magic, yet
through observation, Norm started learning quite a bit.
Eventually, Norm would go to his first magic
convention where he met his idol, Neil Foster, who learned from and was a
teacher at the Chavez School of Magic in California. Norm's father was a baker.
During his teenage years he worked with his dad at the bakery, making bread
and decorating cakes for their many customers.
Imagine the disappointment of his father when Norm announced that he was
moving to California to learn magic and become a magician! Like Neil, Norm
learned his craft at Chavez and helped teach there for a little while. Eventually,
he moved back to Kenosha, where he opened Nielsen Magic in 1956. At that
time Norm was your regular 50 miler magician, who performed in the area,
owned his little magic shop, and would build magic tricks to sell others. In the
early sixties, he met Johnny Thompson, and through their collaboration, they
came up with clever effects: Bottle through Table, Flower to Silk, and because
they were both dove workers, they created the Nielsen Vanishing Dove Cage.
One of his biggest clients was Jay and Frances Marshall’s Magic, Inc.
Initially, Norm performed a manipulation and dove act, which including the Zombie Ball effect. Throughout the
years in his effort to be different, his Ball became his famous and signature Floating Violin that we know of. The
first attempts at the Floating Violin were made in 1966. His big break was a few years later when Jay Marshall,
arranged an audition with Mark Leddy ‐ the booker for the Ed Sullivan Show. After his appearance in that show,
the entire world opened to him. He had one of the most successful careers as a performing magician for the next
three decades. He worked all over Europe, Asia, Latin American and South Africa. For nearly seven years, he
worked at the Crazy Horse Saloon in Paris. He also appeared in probably fifty different television programs
around the world.
Norm has probably won every single award given in the magic world: He had all the major awards from the Acad‐
emy of Magical Arts: Stage Magician of the Year, Magician of the Year and a Performing Fellowship; the Jack
Gwynne Award, SAM Hall of Fame, Milbourne Christopher Awards, DRAGON Award, Chavez, and the list goes on
and on.
During all this time in the 1970's he briefly sold his busi‐
ness to another builder and magic shop operator. Be‐
cause it wasn't well managed, so he bought it back in the
mid‐1980s when he settled back in the Unites States. In
1990, he started becoming a magic collector of vintage
posters. At that time he still had an active performing
career, but opted to take care of his business and the
posters. By now he had three careers: Performing magic;
buying, selling and trading vintage magic posters; and
manufacturing magic.
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TAOM 2020 NEWS
2020: Perfect Vision for TAOM
Family and friends of the Texas Association of Magicians, I hope you are all doing well and staying safe. I always
begin this column with salutations and content reflecting the times, the weather, the season, and the goings‐on
of the day. However, everyone knows pretty much what is going on these days. We all have one ear to the
ground and are keeping our finger on the pulse of the world. Therefore, I won't belabor the obvious, I will merely
say that I pray that you and your loved ones are all staying safe. Now, let us talk business.
The 2020 TAOM Convention is still slated for Labor Day weekend. YAY!
Plans are still on. Although we have slowed our progress on announcing
new talent and programs over the past couple months as registrations
have slowed, you will be happy to know that we have a mind‐blowing list
of talent already signed and committed to TAOM 2020! While most con‐
ventions are cancelling, rescheduling, or going digital, we are moving for‐
ward with plans for the convention. Magic Live cancelled. Penguin MAXX
rescheduled. The International Brotherhood of Magicians is doing a com‐
bination: they are holding their Lance Burton Teen Seminar digitally dur‐
ing the originally‐scheduled week of the convention, but postponing the
convention itself until a later, yet‐to‐be‐determined date. The Midwest
Magic Jubilee, a Labor Day weekend event, has postponed until a date
TBD as well.
So, how about TAOM? Well, in Fort Worth, we are in a holding pattern
and we ask and appreciate your patience as we ride the storm out here.
Hang in there with us and we will keep you advised as we know more. If
you are curious why we are holding fast our plans for Labor Day weekend,
the logic for keeping our convention date was outlined in last month's
column, in this newsletter. If you would like a copy of that article, please
request it at 2020TAOM@gmail.com.
So, since the 2020 TAOM Convention is still a GO...let me tease it a bit. You already know that our stars are listed
on the Talent page of www.taom.org. They will be performing in the following capacities: evening stage show,
pro close‐up, workshop presenters, special shows, late night shows, and more. I have already told you that al‐
most every star listed will be performing in more than one of those capacities; many will be performing at least
three times.
You are already aware that I have disclosed our theme: The Workshop Convention. We are running 12 one‐hour‐
long, hands‐on workshops where our workshop presenters will teach marketable secrets and skills to the work‐
shop attendees. We will be putting props in your hands, where applicable, so that you can walk away from the
convention a better magician than you were when ya rode into town! Additionally we are having a bonus speed
workshop where some of our performing stars will take the stage and perform a 5‐minute teach of one of their
pet magic effects. This session will be fast‐paced, light‐hearted, comical, and loads of fun for both the performer
and the audience. Additionally, we have two special presentations for all you TAOMers featuring past TAOM
Presidents. Think of all these presentations however you like, workshops, talks, or lectures with props ‐ but there
are 15 of them. That is over 15 hours of training, presented by some of the industry leaders and experts, many of
whom will have product to sell at the end of their session.
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So here is a little teaser to see how well you know your magic talent. Below is a list of some of our 2020 TAOM
workshop presenters. Next to the list you will find a tentative list of some of the 2020 TAOM Workshops. Just for
fun, see if you can match the presenter with the workshop. Remember these lists are not comprehensive and are
subject to change. Although this is how I see it developing, the convention planners are under no obligation to
adhere to these assignments ‐ but do not be surprised if what you see here is a preview of what you get in Sep‐
tember!

Stay well, stay safe. Until next month, take care, and as always, thank you for making Texas magic great!
Joey Byers
Your 2019‐20 TAOM President

The 75th annual TAOM convention will be in Fort Worth, hosted by SAM Assembly 138, Alliance of Illusionists.
This column will keep you up on perpetual developments as they happen on a month by month basis. Our web‐
site will keep you up to date on the convention happenings, and process your registrations as well. So, please visit
www.taom.org and explore the website for the latest on talent, the convention schedule, hotel info, dealer info,
contest info, and FAQs (frequently asked questions). Some of this info is changing daily, so it will be updated as
we know more and finalize plans. Also, check out TAOM 2020 on Facebook for latest developments.
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Regulator: The following involves the ‘automatic placement princi‐
ple’ which many self‐working card tricks have been built around.
The less refined original version I called ‘Uni‐Polar’ and put in a
pamphlet of self‐workers called ‘Magic for Weary Times’. I barely
marketed it (5 copied made, 5 copies sold, end of story) a few dec‐
ades ago. If you have a deck with fancy Jokers, use it.
Pre‐Performance Setup ‐ Arrange on the top of the face down
deck, moving downwards: Joker – 10 – 9 – 8 – 7 – 6 – 5 – 4 – 3 – 2 –
ace – Joker (the suits of the value cards are irrelevant; the jokers don’t care). Cut the stack to the deck’s middle
and you’re good to go.
Performance: 1. Do a quick face up spread and close as you talk about the deck being normal. The stack will go
unnoticed if the spreading is fast tempo and uncaringly sloppy. Move the faces towards you and spread once
again, this time to the back joker (behind the 1 to 10 stack). Cut the deck, bringing that joker to the deck’s back.
Revolve the deck face down & deal the top card (joker) face up to the table. The spectators believe locating a
joker is all you did. The stack is now on top, if not you cut at the wrong joker. Set the deck, still face down, on the
table.
2. Use the Ed Balducci ‘Cut‐Deeper Force’ as follows: Ask a spectator (spectator #1) to lift off less than half of the
deck, turn the entire block over (face up) and place back onto the table portion. Next ask them to cut off more
than half the deck, revolve the block over and place back onto the tabled part. Pick up the deck and spread over
all the face up cards. Remove them, revolve them face down and place on the bottom. A strong illusion has been
created that the deck’s top was randomly chosen. Several tutorials and information resources pertaining to it can
be found online so I don’t feel sharing it here is out of bounds in any way. I’m sure Ed would have approved.
3. Still holding the deck, spread over and remove the top 10 cards (the 10 – ace stack) without reversing the order
and place face down onto the table beside the joker. Avoid making obvious you’re counting (I push over in
clumps of 3 – 2 – 3 – 2). Pick up the joker and place it still face up on top of those 10 cards. Say that joker is a pro‐
grammer.
4. Still holding the deck face down, ask that person ( we’ll call spectator #1) to say out loud any number between
10 and 20 (11,12,15,18,19, etc.). Ask another person (spectator #2) to just think of any number that’s between 1
and 10 (2,4,7,8,etc.), not to say it out loud but only think it. While talking about no one knowing what number he
or she is thinking, casually spread the top cards of the deck and close, catching a pinky‐break below the number
of cards equal to the last digit in spectator #1’s spoken number. This means simply casting out 10 (ignoring the
‘1’) and getting a break below how many cards remain. Example: If they said ‘13’, get a break under 3 cards, if
they said ‘17’, get a break under 7 cards, etc. Double‐cut to the break. Now the 2nd joker is now equal from the
deck’s face as that single number. After this little sneaky bit, your work is done! Turn the deck face up and set on
the table horizontally (long sides towards & away from you). Though step ‘4.’ reads clunky, it’s really a simple
thing.
5. Ask spectator #1 to cut off about half the deck and place towards you on the table. Look away. Ask spectator
#2 to transfer cards from the top of the portion that’s towards spectator #1 and onto the portion towards you,
equal to their secret number (from 1 – 10), “..so the others can see what number you’re thinking”. Next ask them
to turn both portions over to face down. Instruct them to now transfer the same number of cards off the top of
your pile back onto the other. Look back down and explain the piles being the same thickness as before you
looked away plus you can’t see the faces, so you’ve no idea how many were transferred so what number they’re
thinking.
6. Pick up the half deck that’s towards you, drop it onto the joker/10 cards stack, pick all up and drop onto the
half deck portion remaining. Ribbon‐spread (or in the hands) to the face up joker, remove it and close the deck.
Place that joker still face up onto the table. Deal singly off the deck’s top, making a pile on the table close to the
joker, dealing each card face up. Keep doing this until the other joker appears. Explain that he’s a secret program‐
mer. Pretending to forget, ask spectator #1 what number they earlier said out loud. Deal off the deck, keeping
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the cards face down, equal to that amount. Ask spectator #2 what secret number they’d chosen. Turn over the
top card of the dealt stock to show his secret number is now at spectator #1’s freely chosen amount!
EPICONE: This is a method for performing a ‘Mental Epic’ kind of routine using a single business card. Hen Fetsch
invented the board in 1954 and since many versions exist. I made a few copies of the following which I sold at a
local magic shop around the same timeframe as the previous effect. I have no history to mention beyond my
thinking about ‘Mental Epic’ while screwing around with my business cards. I performed it a few times, always
with success. A nice thing is the person gets to keep it as a souvenir. Yeah, it’s kind’a damaged but a great mem‐
ory. The images are raw captures from the original, apologies in advance. For archival purposes I put the un‐
abridged version into my 1st book, ‘Impossabilites’.
A. Look at your business card and kiss it
for being so awesome!
B. Fold and crease from the left side
exactly 1/3rd of the card. Be as accu‐
rate as possible.
C. Fold and crease the right 1/3rd onto
the middle. Unfold both and soften the
creases by folding the opposite way
then back and forth a couple of times.
D. Fold a little less than a 3rd of the top down and crease. The pre‐existing creases aid as a visual to keep things
straight.
E. Unfold and rip from the top, down along the two vertical folds, to the horizontal crease, creating 3 flaps.
F. Flip the card over to the blank side and fold the flaps down against it. Number them 1, 2, & 3 on their back
sides. They’re now 3 little numbered swinging flaps.
G. & H. With flaps closed, fold section 3 behind 2 and both behind 1 and paper clip everything together.
Performance: 1. Hold the prop with section 1 upwards and remove the clip. Raise the ‘1’ flap so they can see a
blank spot then close it back. Move the prop out of view into the cupped left hand. Grab your pen, stare at the
spectator for a moment, then poke the tip into your hand. The back of your hand shields the prop from view.
Secretly, allow section 1 to pop away from portion 3. It happens almost automatically. Use the pen’s tip to open
the #3 flap and write ‘KH’ under it. Close the flap and press section 1 back down, put the paperclip back on and
bring the prop into view. Hand the pen and prop to the spectator and ask them to write a random color (red,
blue, pink, etc.) in the blank visible area of section ‘1’.
2. Take the card and pen back, turn the card over where flap #2 is uppermost. Remove the clip and open flap #2
to show it blank underneath, then close it back. Adjusting the prop into a deep palm once again as you move your
hand up, shielding the card from view. During this time, secretly flip the card over which brings side #1 upper‐
most. With the pen tip, open flap #1 and write the color the spectator wrote in section 1. Close the flap, put the
paperclip on and hand all to the spectator. Tell them to write any 4 digit number in section 2.
3. Openly remove the clip and unfold the prop, making sure all flaps stay closed during this. Fold section 1 be‐
hind 2, then both behind 3. Put the prop into deep palm and raise the hand shielding the card from view, secretly
turning the prop over in the process. With the pen tip, raise flap 2 and write the 4 digit number they’d written in
section 2. Close up, paper clip all tightly closed and hand it and pen to the spectator with side ‘3’ upwards. Force
the playing card (this case the KH) using your favorite method. Have them write it in section 3.
4. I & J. Remove the clip, unfold the sections and raise each flap, starting with ‘1’, to show you predicted all 3!
Tip: Use the pen to manipulate the sections & flaps, keep the hand that’s holding the pen in view at all times.
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1. PRESIDENT:
2. VICE PRESIDENT:
3. SECRETARY:
4. TREASURER:
5. SERGEANT AT ARMS:
6. HISTORIAN:
7. MEMBER AT LARGE:

Cindy Bighorse
Jack McCoy
Bruce Chadwick
Mark Bynum
Joe Rotio
Joey Byers
Al Fox

cabighorse@gmail.com
magicjack@charter.net
chadwickillusionist@yahoo.com
mark.bynum12@att.net
jrotio@yahoo.com
jbyers@us.ibm.com
alfoxmagic@hotmail.com
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972‐837‐8543
817‐845‐0419

DFW AREA MAGIC HAPPENINGS
FORT WORTH SAM ASSEMBLY 138 ALLIANCE OF ILLUSIONISTS
Meets on the third Thursday of each month, 7:00 pm at the Illusion Warehouse magic shop located at 3917
McCart Avenue, Fort Worth, Texas 76110. Contact communications@allianceofillusionists.com or go to http://
sam138.com/alliance/ or Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/groups/162025544420781/
FORT WORTH MAGICIANS CLUB INC AND REN CLARK IBM RING 15
The two clubs meet concurrently on the first Thursday of each month, 7:00 pm at 4055 In‐
ternational Plaza, Fort Worth. See their Facebook group for other details.
MID‐CITIES MAGIC CIRCLE
Meets monthly. See the Mid‐Cities Magic Circle Facebook group.
DALLAS MAGIC CLUB, SAM ASSEMBLY 13 AND IBM RING 174
The Addison Treehouse, 14681 Midway Rd.Addison, Texas 75001 , www.DallasMagic.org.
IMPROV COMEDY CLUBS IN ADDISON AND ARLINGTON
Both comedy clubs periodically host weekend comedy magic shows. For more details go
to either www.ImprovArlington.com or www.ImprovAddison.com.
MAGIC IN THE LIVING ROOM
Periodic magic shows every 1st Tuesday at 7:00 pm at The Line Public House, 940 E Beltline in Richardson. See
www.MagicLivingRoom.com for more information.
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